Virulence in lymphomagenesis is modulated by alterations in proteins binding to CORE and GRE-LVa elements of the MoMuLV enhancer.
Changing nucleotide 3 of the CORE consensus from T to C has no effect on the binding of a 42 kDa protein, which has little affinity for the CCAAT binding site. Changing nucleotide 6 of the CORE consensus from T to C significantly reduces binding of the 42 kDa protein. Studies on the pathology induced by various MoMuLV mutants with CORE mutations showed that the CORE elements are important in modulating virulence in T-cell lymphomagenesis in BALB/c mice. However, disease specificity appears to be influenced as much by the host as it is by the virus. LVa is preferentially bound to the GRE-LVa sites. Deletion of nucleotide 9 and changing nucleotides 10 and 11 from GG to AA in the GRE-LVa element does not disrupt binding of LVa. Changing nucleotide 10 from G to A and nucleotide 13 from A to T in the GRE-LVa element does not disrupt binding of GR but allows binding of a novel protein which displaces or abolishes binding of LVa. These five nucleotide changes alone do not alter disease specificity and had a minimal effect on virulence in T-cell lymphomagenesis in BALB/c mice. Additionally, changing nucleotide 3 in CORE(a) and nucleotide 6 in CORE(b) does not alter disease specificity but has a small additional effect on virulence in T-cell lymphomagenesis.